Superwoman Action Sheet Featuring Lisa Sasevich

Queen of Sales Conversion, Millionaire Mentor, Partner and Mom of Two

Honored as the 2013 Extraordinary Entrepreneur of the Year by Women Online Magazine, recipient of the coveted eWomen Network Foundation Champion award for her generous fundraising, and ranked on the prestigious Inc. 500/5000 list of America's Fastest Growing Private Companies 2 years in a row, Lisa Sasevich "The Queen of Sales Conversion" teaches experts who are making a difference how to get their message out and enjoy massive results, without being salesy.

Recognized sales expert by Success Magazine, Lisa delivers high-impact sales-closing strategies for turbo-charging entrepreneurs and small business owners to great profits.

After 25 years of winning Top Sales Awards and training senior executives at companies like Pfizer and Hewlett-Packard, she left corporate America and put her skills to the test as an entrepreneur. And in just a few short years, Lisa created a multi-million dollar home-based business with two toddlers in tow. Lisa really is the undisputed expert on how to make BIG money doing what you love!
Notes from Interview:

How I discovered the power of launching...
- Got mentorship to help me figure it out instead of trying to figure it out myself
- I got out there with my advice and started spreading the word with what I had - speaking from my heart.
- Speaking, articulating my message to the people I wanted to serve was key

Top launch secret...
- Don’t be afraid to send emails and communicate...it’s what worked for me to transform my life with a mentor and its how to help more people.

My most costly mistake to avoid in your launch...
- Don’t launch without a system, its costly in many ways - it cost me big time to stray from the system that works plus it cost all people who really needed my course.

What “having a life you love or having it all” actually means to me and how I arrived at this definition...
- “You can have it all just not necessarily at the same time.” I think you can really work to have everything feel good and be good and things are going to fall out and you course correct.

How I “have it all” in my life includes...
- It’s a personal choice. For me, I want to be here for my kids, I want to be a great mom, be totally connected, have them feel like they can tell me anything, know their friends, be the house that all the kids come to. And I love my work and traveling.
How to connect with me and learn more:

- Free Gift: Discover The #1 Secret to Attract New Clients, Increase Your Profits and Make the Difference You Are Meant to Make!
- Free Gift Link:  http://www.superwomanlaunchsecrets.com/lisa

Superwoman Words of Wisdom to Take Action on...


YOUR NOTES: